Lounger Unravels Weighty Affairs or Institute Committee Meeting

Carnival Carries

Listen, my children, and the Lounger will tell you all the inside dope on this thing called the Institute Committee, the Representative and Governing Body of the March of Technology. For the sake of those who have never had the spare time to devote to such a study, the Lounger has gone through a completely uncensored accumulation of the business.

First of all, the assembly convened in North Hall last night to hear something more important than to go to the movies. The assembly was, in fact, a meeting of the Executive Committee, under the chairmanship of Ralph B. Allen, 39, known as chairmanship, which means in layman's terms that he is in charge of the meeting.

Atkinson's (still out) motion to get the bite chewed straight out of the situation was seconded by a lounger presump-tion that there wasn't any dryness in the mouth and says even less than Rich Camp's hand where Napoleon's a, and savs I...

...figures are wrong, it was because I.

...is that it is a 10 Karat, with the incidental snickers pe-

...Over the assortment of rings.

...committee with offers a completely uncensored accumulation of the business.

The Tech men joined in the faculty dining room. Carlton hopefully calls for new members. Officers introduce speaker. Mr. Hanilin told of the necessity of scientific work, dramatics, and student government.

First of all, the assembly convened in North Hall last night to hear something more important than to go to the movies. The assembly was, in fact, a meeting of the Executive Committee, under the chairmanship of Ralph B. Allen, 39, known as chairmanship, which means in layman's terms that he is in charge of the meeting.

Atkinson's (still out) motion to get the bite chewed straight out of the situation was seconded by a lounger presumption that there wasn't any dryness in the mouth and says even less than Rich Camp's hand where Napoleon's a, and says I...

...figures are wrong, it was because I.

...is that it is a 10 Karat, with the incidental snickers pe-